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The illustrator Andrew Loomis (1892-1959) is revered amongst artists - including the great
American painter Norman Rockwell and comics superstar Alex Ross - for his mastery of figure
drawing and clean, Realist style. His hugely influential series of art instruction books have never
been bettered.Drawing the Head and Hands is the second in Titan's programme of facsimile
editions, returning these classic titles to print for the first time in decades.

"An incredible study in human portraiture." - Boing Boing Gift Guide"Any aspiring artist will
consider this a key bible featuring one of the best instruction guides in print." - Midwest Book
Review"A beautiful facsimile edition of Andrew Loomis' highly-sought-after instructional drawing
book." - Boing Boing"... the original book and its content are of tremendous value, and the
beautiful reproductionmakes it a joy to follow the instruction." - Lines and Colors"These faithful
reproductions are as much beautiful art objects as they are practical resources." - DrawnAbout
the AuthorAndrew Loomis was born in 1892. After studying art, he moved to Chicago where he
eventually opened his own studio - working in editorial and advertising for most of the top clients
of the time, including Kellog's, Coca Cola, Lucky Strike and many others.He also became
renowned as an art teacher and his instructional books on illustration and art are acclaimed
classics in the field. He died in 1959.
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Drawing the Head & HandsDrawing the Head & HandsDrawing the Head & HandsLoomis,
AndrewThis book was produced in EPUB format by the Internet Archive.The book pages were
scanned and converted to EPUB format automatically. This process relies on optical character
recognition, and is somewhat susceptible to errors. The book may not offer the correct reading
sequence, and there may be weird characters, non-words, and incorrect guesses at structure.
Some page numbers and headers or footers may remain from the scanned page. The process
which identifies images might have found stray marks on the page which are not actually images
from the book. The hidden page numbering which may be available to your ereader corresponds
to the numbered pages in the print edition, but is not an exact match; page numbers will
increment at the same rate as the corresponding print edition, but we may have started
numbering before the print book's visible page numbers. The Internet Archive is working to
improve the scanning process and resulting books, but in the meantime, we hope that this book
will be useful to you.The Internet Archive was founded in 1996 to build an Internet library and to
promote universal access to all knowledge. The Archive's purposes include offering permanent
access for researchers, historians, scholars, people with disabilities, and the general public to
historical collections that exist in digital format. The Internet Archive includes texts, audio,
moving images, and software as well as archived web pages, and provides specialized services
for information access for the blind and other persons with disabilities.Created with abbyy2epub
(v.1.7.6)rv. :- -i'v.&*v.ANDREW LGOMISDRAWING THEIiV2>rawivifTHE HEAD AND
HANDS8YANDREW LOOMISNEW YORK . THE VIKING PRESSJo th* rfeader of UhtiMay it
give wings to your pencil, to carry you to die heights of good draftmanship(Illustration fwgesareA
Shout Chat wmi the ReaDBHPart One: Mens HeadsPlate L The basic shape is a flattened
haltPlate 2. The aII-im/H)rtatit cross on the baitPlate S* The cross and the multile line determine
the posePlate I. Establishing the middle linePlate 5. Simplified bone structurePlate ft The bony
jtarts within the constructionPlate 7. Action of the head on the neckPlate ft Building the head out
of piecesPlanesPlate 9. Basic and secondary planes of the headPlate 1(1 Tilting the headPlate
II, Perspective in drawing the headPlate 12. Variety in spacing creates typesPlate 13. Always
build on the middle tinePlate 14. Creating any desired typePlate IS. Tyjws are built by varying
theIndl and the plane 39Plate 16. Indicating character 40Rhythm 41Plate 17. Rhythmic lines in
the head 42The Standard Head 43Plate 18. Projtortions of the male head 43Plate 19. Drawing
the head in units 44Muscles of the Head and Face 45Plate 20. Anatomy of the head 46Plate 21.
I low the muscles function 47Plate 22. The muscles from various angles 48Why You Need
Anatomy to Draw Heads 49CONTENTSindicated by italics)Plate 23. Mechanics of the
mouthPlate 24. Mechanics of the eyesPlate 25. Movement of the lipsPlate 26. Construction of
the nose and the earsPlate 27. Expression-the laughPlate 28. Various expressionsPlate 29.
Characterization through expressionPlate 30. Analysis of facial markingsPlate 31. Drawing faces
of different agesTonePlate 32. Modeling the planesPlate 33. Combining anatomy, construction,



and planesPlate 31. Building tone with planesPlate 35. Every head is a separate problemPlate
36. Types of characterPlate 37. Smiling menPlate 3H. Older menPlate 39. CharacterizationII19
21 2225 26 2728 20 30 3133 34 3536 37 38Part Two: Women's MeadsPlate 40. Constructing the
female headPlate 41. Establish the construction of each headPlate 42. Bone and muscle arc
less apparent in women's headsPlate 43. Charm lies in the basic drawingPlate 44. "Blockiness"
also applies to women's headsPlate 45. Some girls'heads Plate 46. More girls' headsPlate 47.
Sketches50 53 5455 56 5758 59 60 6164677075 777879 808184Plate 48. SketchesPlate 49.
Grandmothers 8ftPlate 50. The aging process 87Part Three: Babies* Heads 91Plate 51,
Profwrtions of the baby headfirst year 92Plate 52. ProfX>rtions of the baby headsecond and
third years 93Plate 53. Construction of the baby head 94Plate 54. Sketches of Imbies 95Plate
55. Studies of babies 96Plate 56. More studies of babies 97Plate 57. Some more studies of
babies 98Plate 58. The four divisions of the facethird and fourth years 99Part Four: Heads of
Boys and Girls 1031. Small Children 103Plate 59. Proportions of the little boyshead 104Plate 6ft
Pw)>ortlons of the little girl'shead 1(6Plate 6L Construction of the little boyshead 10©Plate 62.
Construction of tlte little girlshead 107Plate 63. Studies of little boys 108Plate 64. Studies of little
girls 109Plate 65. More little botjs 110Plate 66. More little girls 111II* SchoolCiiildres 115Plate
67. Proportions of the schoolboyshead USCONTENTS85 Plate 68- Proportions of the
schoolgirl'shead Plate 69. The four divisions—schoolboys Plate 70. The four divisions-
schoolgirls Plate 71. Sketches of schoolboys Plate 72. Sketches of schoolgirlsIIL Teen-agers
Plate 73. Proportions of the teen-age ftoi/sPlate 74. Proportions of the teen-age girPs headPlate
75. Teen*age boysPlate 76. Teen-age girlsPart Five: Hands Plate 77. Anatomy of the hand Plate
78. Block forms of the hand Plate 79. Proportions of the hand Plate 80. Construction of the haiul
Plate 81. The hollow of the palm117 118 119 120 121125 126 127129133 135 136 137 138
139Plate 82. Foreshortening in drawing hands 140Plate 83. The hand in action 141Plate 84.
Knuckles 142Phite 85. Drawing your own handPlate 86. The female handPlate 87. Tapered
fingersPlate 88. Make many studies of handsPlate 89. The baby handPlate 90. Studies of baby
handsPlate 91. Children s handsPlate 92. The proportions remain fairly constant 150Plate 93.
The liand ages 151A Farewelltothe Reader 153144 145 146 147 148^4 S^hort L^hat with the f
\eaderHow fortunate it is for the human race that every man, woman, and child is lagged with an
individual and identifiable face! If all faces were identical, like the labels on a brand of tomatoes,
we would be living in a very mixed-up world When we think of it, life is mainly a continuous flow
of experiences and contacts with people, different people. Suppose for a moment that Jones,
the egg man, was the exact counterpart of Smith, the banker; that the face across the table
might be that of Mrs. Murphy. Mrs, Coldblattt or Mrs. Trotsky—you couldn't be sure which*
Suppose all the faces in the magazines and newspapers and on television were reduced to one
male and one female type, what a dull thing life would be! Even if your face has not been your
fortune, even if it is far from beautiful, still, nature really gave us all a pretty good break, for at
least we are individuals and can each be thankful for having a face, good or bad.that is
undeniably our own.This individuality of faces can be an intensely interesting study for anyone,



and especially for anyone with the slightest talent for drawing. Once we begin to comprehend
some of the reasons for the differences, our study becomes allabsorbing. Through our faces,
nature not only identifies us but tells the world a good deal more about each of us.Our thoughts,
our emotions and attitudes, even the kind of lives we live, register in our faces. The mobility of
the flesh-that is, the power of expression—adds more than mere identity* Let us give more than
casual attention 1o the endless procession of faces moving in and out of our consciousness.
Setting aside the psychological and emotional phases of expression* wc can express in simple
language the basic technical reasons for the smile, the frown, and all the variations that we call
facial expression. We say that a person can look guilty, ashamed,frightened, content, angry,
smug, confident, frustrated, and a host of other ways too numerous to tabulate. A few embedded
muscles attached to the bones of the skull provide the mechanics for every expression, and
these muscles and bones are not complicated or difficult to learn! What a wealth of interest lies
within!Let me say at the beginning that to draw a head effectively is not a matter of "soul
searching" or mind reading. It is primarily a matter of interpreting form correctly in its proportion,
perspective, and lighting. All other qualities enter the drawing as a result of the way that form is
interpreted. If the artist gets that right, the soul or character is revealed. As artists, we only see,
analyze, and set down. A pair of eyes drawn constructively and in correct values will appear to
be alive because of craftsmanship, not because of the artist's ability to read the sitter's soul.The
element that contributes most to the great variation of identities is the difference in the shapes of
the skull itself. There are round heads, square heads, heads with wide and flaring jaws,
elongated heads, narrow heads, heads with receding jaws. There are heads with high domes
and foreheads, and those with low. Some faces arc concave, and others convex. Noses and
chins are prominent or receding. Eyes are large or small, set wide apart or close together. Ears
are all kinds of shapes and sizes. There are lean faces and fat faces, big-boned and small-
boned ones. There arc long lips, wide lips, thin lips, full lips, protruding lips, and equal variety in
the si/xs and shapes of noses* Vou can see that by cross multiplication of these varying factors,
millions of different faces will be produced. Of course, by the law of averages certain
combinations of factors are bound to reappear. For that reason people who are not related
sometimes closely resemble each other. Every artist has11DRAWING THE IIKAD AND
HANDShad the experience of being told by someone that a head he has painted or drawn looks
like that person or like an acquaintance or relative of the speaker.For the artist's purpose* the
simplest plan is; first to think of the skull as Innng pliable and having taken a certain shape as a
result of pressures—as if one squeezed a rubber ball into various shapes without changing its
actual vol* ume. Although skulls have a great variety of shapes, actual measurements tally very
closely, which means that the volume is about the same and only the shape is different. Suppose
W6 model a skull in soft clay> then, between boards, press it into various shapes. Thus out of
the same volume we can make a narrow head, a wide head, flaring jaws, and all the other types.
How heads got to lie this way is not our problem, which is only to analyze and thus determine the
type of skull in the particular head we wish to draw. Later, when you become more familiar with



the construction of the skull, vou will he able to show these variations so successfully that you
will In- able to draw practically any type you choose and make it convincing.At the same time
you can set down understanding^ any type before you. By the time you understand how the flesh
is distributed over the Ixmes of the face, you will be able to vary the expression of the same
head. The thing to ic* member is thai the skull is fixed in position, and, with the exception of the
jaw. immovable, and (hat the flesh In mobile and ever-changing, and also_^flected by
healtb^motion^and age. After the skull is fully matured, it remains the same through life and is a
structural foundation for the varying appearance of the flesh. Therefore the skull is always the
basis of approach* and all other identifying features are built into or upon it.From the skull we get
the spacing of the features, which is more important to the artist than the features themselves.
The features must take their proper places in our construction. If they do> we have little trouble in
drawing them. Trying to draw the features without having located them properly is an almost
hopeless task. Eyes do strange things; mouths leer instead of smile; faces take on weird and
unholy expressions. In trying to correct a face that appears to be outA SHORT CHAT WITH THE
READERof drawing the chances arc that we will do just the wrong thing. Instead of moving an
eye into its socket, m trim down a check; if a (aw line is out, we add more forehead. We should
know, in first laying in the outline, that the whole head is in construction. This I am sure vou can
learn from the pages that follow,The big difference between the completely amateur attempt and
the well-grounded approach is that the beginner starts by setting eyes, cars, noses, and mouths
into blank white space, surrounded by some sort of an outline for the face. This is drawing in the
two dimen* sions of height and width only. We must somehow get into the third dimension of
thickness, which means that wc must draw the whole head as it exists in space and build the
face upon it By doing so we are able not only to place the features, hut also to establish the
planes of light and shadow, and, further, to identify the humps, humps, and creases as being
caused by the underlying structure of muscle, bone.and fat*To help the beginner to start out with
this third dimension, many approaches are suggested by various teachers. Some use an egg
shape; others a cul>c or block. Some even start with one feature and start building the form out
around it until the whole head is encompassed. However, all these involve many chances for
error. Only the front view of the head looks Kkc an egg, and even that gives no line of the
jawbone. In profile the head is not like an egg. As for the cube, there is no accurate way of setting
the head into it. The head is totally unlike a cube from any angle. The only value the cube has in
drawing heads is to help set the construction lines into perspective* as you will cam later.It
seems more logical to start with a shape is basically like the skull, one that is simple draw and is
accurate for purposes of construction. This can be done by drawing a ball resembling the
cranium, which is round but flattened somewhat at the sides, and attachingthe jawbone and
features to it- Some years ago I hit upon this plan and made it the basis of my first book. Fun with
a Pencil. I am happy to say that the plan was received with great enthusiasm and is now widely
used in schools and by professional artists. Any direct and efficient approach must presuppose
the skull and its parts and its points of division. It is just as reasonable to start drawing a wheel



with a square as it is to start drawing a head with a cube. By cutting off corners and further
trimming the square you could eventually come out with a fairly good wheel. You could also chip
away the cube until you had a head. But at best it's a long way around. Why not start with the
circle or ball? If you can't draw a ball, use a coin or a compass. The sculptor starts with a form of
the general shape of the face attached to the ball of the cranium. He could not do otherwise. I
present this simple plan in this volume since it is the only approach that is at the same time
creative and accurate. Any other accurate approach requires mechanical means, such as the
projector, tracing, the pantograph* or using a squarcd-off enlargement. The big question is really
whether you wish to develop the ability to draw a head, or whether you arc content to use
mechanical means of projecting it. My feeling is that, if the latter were the case, you would not
have been interested in this l>ook. When yourwbread and butter depends upon creating an
absolute likeness* and you do not wish to gamble, make the best head you can by any means
possible. However, if vour work is to give you joy and the thrill of accomplishment, I urge you to
aim at the advancement of your own ability. The drawings on pages 14 and 15 show the
possibilities of developing all kinds of types out of the variations of skulls. After you have learned
to set up the ball and plane, you can do almost anything you please with it, fitting all parts into
the construction by the divisions you make across the middle line of the face. You have at your
disposal jaws, cars, mouths, noses, and eyes, all of which may be large or small. The13ROU N
DNARROW ^4WDrawing the Head & HandsDrawing the Head & Hands
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Ebook Library Reader, “Want to get facial proportions correct?. While learning to draw a face
from the imagination or by reference I came across the Loomis method which made a huge
impact on my drawings. All of the instructors that I have learned from reference this book. So. I
just had to have a copy for myself.  I am not disappointed.”

Peter, “A Treasure. Twenty years ago when I was a young teen starting out drawing, I found a
copy of this book at my local library and poured over it every day. The gorgeous drawings were
every bit as inspirational as Mr. Loomis' instructions. I renewed my checkout as many times as I
could, because the book was out of print and the only copy available was from a private
collector, selling for $700. There was an abbreviated paper version with about half the drawings
missing, and I was so desperate to have my own edition of this I photocopied the missing pages
from the original and stapled them in. The fact that this gorgeous full-size reprint exists in all its
glory may be lost on the artistically jaded, but not me. I'm thumbing through it again recalling two
decades of inspiration this book has brought me, feeling just as amazed at what can be done
with a pencil.”

Jorge Perez, “Amazing book but DO NOT BUY IT ON DIGITAL!!!. I’m giving this book 5 stars
because the content is simply amazing but as a digital book it’s horrible. I bought it on for my
kindle app and the pictures are tiny. It’s really hard to see what the author is describing in his
illustrations because no matter how much I enlarged the text , the pictures just get a tiny bit
bigger. Unfortunately, on my kindle app, it didn’t let me even zoom in so I was just stuck. I tried it
on my iPad Pro and on my iPhone 13 pro. It was the same thing. I returned my purchase and
ended up ordering it as a paperback instead.”

Matt CC, “Classic. There are so many videos and tutorials based on this book I thought I'd read
the original.  It's wonderful.  No regrets on the pricey purchase.”

Andre, “One of the best methods for drawing the human head.. The loomis method is excellent
for drswing the human head. This book is a classic and well worth it. Ive been drawing portraits
much better since studying this book.The photo attached was drawn with the loomis method. Im
am still learning to draw.”

kikeo58, “flawed standard. After many, many glowing reviews of the Loomis method for the head,
I bought the original book. First the negative part. There are no simple geometric shapes,
spheres, triangles, cylinders, or planes, on any human body. So why do people keep suggesting
them e.g. the Loomis method? They think simple shapes get somewhat close and people then
use their own mental model to adjust them up, down, forward, or back. Do they ever actually use
the simple geometry? Not at all. Nor do they use anything derived from simple geometry like a



truncated ball. Experienced artists just eyeball it and then if desired they can sort of fit the
simple geometry to the finished piece after the fact. You can watch artists on YouTube draw a
lumpy ball, then ignore it to draw in what they intended anyway. As if the lumpy ball had anything
to do with it. If it is not a Loomis video, they will just draw a rough cross and get on with what is in
their mind. So what do I like about this book? It discusses historic ideas. My opinion is that you
need to consider many ideas such as the Loomis method before settling on your own ideas.It
helps to have others do the work to know what comes of things like truncated balls. Saves time.
Thus I recommend this book Drawing the Head and Hands to aid your study.”

Bryan, “Dated, but still well worth owning. For some of us "how to draw" books were hard to
come by in our younger days. Back in my childhood the only inexpensive instruction books were
the large format Walter Foster prints that could be had for $3 or so at the local department
stores. The Andrew Loomis hand and head books were rare as hen's teeth and grabbed them
whenever I could (even if it meant I couldn't buy a G.I Joe that month). I still own 3 of those
Loomis/Foster books and treasure them highly. This book contains everything in those volumes
as well as much that was considered too risqué for a family friendly art department.Though
Loomis' work can come across as dated, the basics still apply and the "Loomis Method" is still
considered one of the best and most adaptable drafting systems within the art community.
Loomis was big on showing that ANYONE can draw with the proper for of instruction, he
empowered artists of all ages and his work deserves to be more well known outside of the art
community.This is a beautiful hardback copy at a magnificent price and could easily serve as the
only instruction book an aspiring artist needs”

Rene, “Loomis rules. This Loomis book is the best around to teach you to draw the human head.
The approach is very easy and the drawings are clearly showing how to do it. Book originally
printed in 1943 (this book is a new print from 2011) and what a talent Loomis was. You will not
regret buying this book if your heart is filled with love when seeing a nice drawing. Now - Go
make your own - follow the Loomis principles. Recommended wholeheartedly. Rene,
Copenhagen, Denmark”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic. Fantastic, but for the beginner it can be very frustrating, but
pls don't give up as before you know it you will be able to grasp it and become very good, also
although a great book I would say look at Youtube for ideas as this will also make you a better at
drawing. I'm only a quarter way through and a couple of weeks learning, I feel much more
confident in my drawings and would recommend this book. What a great artist Andrew Loomis
was.”

Emrly, “Fantastic book by the brilliant Andrew Loomis. Fantastic book by the brilliant Andrew
Loomis. I had read a lot about this book and I was not disappointed. Well produced and



informative both with its teaching of very basics of form and shape and more difficult to grasp
concepts like perspective, light and shade, facial expressions, the differing characteristics of
different ages of face. Despite being written in the 1940's, the subject matter will always be
relevant.”

Jamie Meadows, “Must have reference book for beginning artists. The ultimate beginners guide
to drawing heads, a must have for any budding artist.Admittedly a lot of Andrew Loomis
techniques can be found online however I like to have the reference details to hand and flip
through the book as needed.”

The book by Marti Jo's Coloring has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 2,198 people have provided
feedback.
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